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P étant une constante arbitraire réelle. Par suite, en posant 
2c = m, | ïH* } = j/jc2 + #* — g = <p(a?, #), arc tg \ = M?, 2 = ,r -J- if/ = 
= o(cos tr -j- î sin tvj, 
on trouve 
log F(z) = 2r log | M* j + 2ciw + « + i/S = m (logo + m») — a — #* 
d'où/il suit 
F(z) » e*0R*'<2> = (e10*»+ iw)m ,e a + '̂  = J [o(cos î/,' + i sin ? )̂lm = ---tf*. 
A étant défini par l'équation A = e'l + '^. 
Donc la fonction cherchée F(z) doit être exprimée par l'équation. 
F(z) = As™, (11) 
où A désigne une constante complexe et m une constante réelle. Réci-
proquement, la formule (11) donne une solution du problème proposé, 
la constante complexe A et la constante réelle m étant tout à fait arbitraires. 
En effet, pour A = 0 ou m = 0 le module de la fonction A zm reste 
constant et, par suite, ne croît pas et ne décroît pas, quand le module 
de z croît. Pour A =[- 0, m > 0 le module de cette fonction croît et pour 
A =}= 0, m < 0 il décroît toujours quand le module de z croît. 
5. Dans les sciences empiriques ainsi que dans la statistique on se 
laisse guider par le principe suivant: si une quantité croît toujours ou 
décroît toujours, quand une autre quantité croît, l'une de ces deaux 
quantités dépend de l'autre. On voit bien que, certaines conditions indi-
quées au texte du théorème énoncé plus haut étant remplies, ce principe 
devient une vérité mathématique. 
The grouping of policy values. 
Dr. A. Zelenka. 
I. 
The main difficulty in the drawing up of the balance of an Insu-
rance Company is in the ascertaining of the values of the individual 
policies. Since the number of cases is usually very large, we have to make 
our calculations as little cumbersome as possible. The actuary has to 
solve the problem of ^grouping" policy values. 
Disregarding merely approximative methods (e. g. Lidstone's Z 
method), we can proceed by way of grouping policies of the same kind 
and of the same attained age into one whole, for which we determine 
unique policy value. In every policy we take account only of certain 
auxiliary constants for the whole duration of the policy, which* it in 
sufficient to determine at the time of entry. As far as I know, Z i l l m e r 
has shown this for the first time in his book ,,Die mathematischen 
Rechnungen bei Lebens- und Rentenversicherung4k. (1st ed. 18(51. 
2nd ed. 1887), where he discusses the method of calculation for 
single-life assurances with whole-life or temporary payments of pre-
miums, for temporary assurances payable a t moment of death, for 
endowment assurances and for whole-life assurances. Mr. P. Smo-
lenski discussed this question in a paper: Sul calculo delle riserve col 
metodo dei valori ausiliari in the new Italian review Giornale dellTstituto 
Italiano degli at tuari . He shows there tha t even with regard to certain 
more complicated eases it is possible to use successfully the method ot 
grouping policy values according to the age attained by assistance of 
certain auxiliary constants. 
I shall show tha t it is possible to use this method of grouping for 
any kind of assurance whatever. The general equation of equilibrium is 
ax(a0ai . . .<*«,) + Ax(cQc1. . . cM) == ax(p0Pi • • • P«>)*) 
From the known relation 
Ax(cQ>cvc2...Ck...) = a^Co-Cj — c 0 , . . .c* — C £ _ i . . . ) — dax(c0cl... c* , . . ) 
follows tha t we can transform the equation of equilibrium so tha t only 
the expressions ax(%, ax . . .) will occur in it. 
The policy value after v years is 
VVX = ax+v(
av av+i. . .) + Ax(cv c„+i. . .) — ax(pv pv+\ • . .) 
where the expression on the right side can again be transformed so tha t 
only members of the formula ax+v(a'v . . .) will occur in it. 
We have to prove tha t the expression 
ax+v(av - • • Q<o) 
can be alwyas expressed with the assistance of values dependent only 
on the age attained z = x + v. and with the assistance of certain 
constants independent of v, which remain the same throughout the dura-
tion of the assurance. 
The values 
a0, av . . . ap . . . aw 
can be always expressed by the polynomial Pn(k) of the n-th degree so tha t 
ak = Pn(k) = «o +
 aik + • • • + ankn 
*) I am using the general equation and designation introduced by 
Professor Schoenbaum, the applicability of which is shown very clearly 




Since there are co + 1 of these values, n is at the most equal to &*. If 
the values «* form an arithmetical series of a certain degree, n denotes 
this degree. 
Then 
ut jut _ 
ftr+r(<*) ^ 7 j <** n * *"* ^ 7 j («0 + "l& + * • + <tnk
n) ~™±^ ~ 
£ * IAr+*> ftf, i***+* 
tt» to *° T*i 
^ «o V /,*— + «i Z J ^ T T ^ + • • * + an \lkn ri** 
IT*0*** *T, u*^ IT* u*+v 
but 
t 
kr ^ (X + k _ *)' = J ] (—1)* (;) (a: + *)'-* of 
and hence 
Š^=ІŚ<-Ч)(*+*>-*'£-
~v ^x+v ~ v / M ) X" ' ^ * + * 
f 
The expression » 
E<*+-r-'|-±-
now really depends only on the age attained z = a; + £. If we introduce 
the designation 
« * • - * ) 
a.t f» 
for it, then 
*!,.-&•+* V". ^ , / r \ \ . « ^ > 
# 2 S"2T-S«-'i,(.)"-
& J^^+r JTo w 
follows 
«o>\S , . . «1>v< • , (i\ • , 
4 ,(*) - a, 2 J <— !)* * * + ** 2 J (— *) a* (l) * + • 
t"«0 i = l 
-. • + a* 2 J (— I ^ * « i ^ J *>-* + . . . + an ^ 
i**k 
The reuired expression has been found; the auxiliary constants are for 




age of entry* 
•where C* are jmmbers dependent op the values at and where x is the 
Юï 
I I . 
The newly introduced values &x have one disadvantage i. e. they 
are too large for larger n. The proof given in the first paragraph lias, 
therefore, rather a theoretical value. For a practical application of the 
method of grouping it is, however, possible to change the procedure so 
that it leads to results easily managable numerically and consequently 
of great importance for the practive of the actuary. Let us suppose, 
that in the fundamental equation of equilibrium there are except the 
< < 
constants no other expressions but nEXi m\na£> m.n,ax> m]n4x, miAx, 
where m n are arbitrary numbers, equal to zero respectively. As, however, 
in practice only such cases occur the great importance of these 
methods for practical application is demonstrated. 
We can confine ourselves to cases, where the expressions nEx, 
< 
m.n&x* m\n&x occur in the equation of equilibrium. From the relation 
mentioned above < 
< 
follows, that m\nAx and m\nAx can be expressed with the assistance of 
the first three values and that, therefore, it is sufficient to confine our-
selves to these cases. 
1. If the expression nEx occurs in the equation of equilibrium, we 
have to distinguish two possibilities in determining the value of the 
policy. 
a) k < n. 
The expression n—kEx+k = j ^
+ n = vr • DXn.n occurs in the value, 
Dx+k Dz 
which is always multiplied by a certain invariable constant; it is suffi-
cient to introduce an auxiliary number a — Dx+n . const, which ob-
viously is invariable for the whole duration of the policy. In the total 
value we have to multiply Ea by the expression 1/DZ, whereby we 
arrive at the corresponding members of the total value. 
b) k 2> n\ 
In the expression of the policy value, no member occurs, as it has 
dropped out from further calculation. We have, therefore, to be careful 
to draw attention to this fact in arranging the balance cards without 
injuring the clearness of the valuation. 
2. If in the equation of equilibrium the expression m\nax occurs,, 
then in the policy value ^Vx we have to distinguish three cases: 
\ i ^>- N*-f m' Aix+m+n 
a) K <£. m m~-k\n&*+h *= ""g » * 
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The auxiliary numbers are 
a = N T4 m . const, fi == JV^+m+w . const. 
i>) 
m < i<n + tn ,H m ***+* = ^ 
Here only the second auxiliary number is accounted for, the first auxi­
liary number drops out and is replaced by the expression Nz. const., 
which depends only on the age attained and is therefore, invariable for 
all values of the age z, where k fulfills the condition mentioned above. 
We have, therefore, to substitute Za of the values in case of a) by 
a member Nz. 27 const, of the values in case of b) in order to arrive 
at a complete corresponding member. 
c) i I> in f- H. 
From the expression nothing has to be accounted for in the value. By 
a skilful arranging of the balance card for such kinds of policies we can 
atrive at a complete mechanisation of the choice of arbitrary numbers 
because the first auxiliary number a has not to be considered after 
a certain time and is replaced by an other expression (as we have men­
tioned under b)). 
3. In case of life-annuities with payments linearly inoreasing it 
is sufficient to examine only annuties with limited increase, since if 
with the increase also the payments are stopped, it is sufficient to 
substraet from the first value the corresponding multiple of the referred 
life-annuity. 
In the equation of equilibrium, therefore, he member 
< \ r 
m n&x ~~ JY (&x + m &x + m+n) 
occurs. There are three possible cases of the policy value: 
a) i <L m 
< 1 
m~ k n&x~r1c ~ "yz v>x + m &x+m + n) 
1JrU-
the auxiliary numbers are 
a = #.r f m const. /? = 8x+m+n • const. 




. (k — m Nx+l- + t%+t — ŕłjcJ-m + n) — 
1 
t== (zNz + Sz — (m + x) Nz— &+»+«) 
JJg 
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occurs in the value. Here the auxiliary number /? has to be considered 
as under a), but the auxiliary number a drops out here and is replaced 
by the expression (z . Nz -f- 8Z) . const., since the first factor de-
pends only on the age attained and the expression m - j - x Nz . const, 
where m -j- x . const. =. y is the further constant auxiliary number for 
the whole duration of the policy. 
c) k 2> m -\~ n. 
In the policy value is the member 
n -=. = naz 
Ux + k 
so that from the numbers a,/?, y none is considered, but on the other 
hand, we need a new number 6 = v . const. 
Again as in the preced ng case a convenient arrangement of the 
balance cards mechanises completely the use of this method of auxiliary 
numbers. 
The proof required lias been carried out. For practical purposes it is, 
of course, not always advisable to substitute the expressions for whole-
life insurance by expressions for single-life annuities, since the calcula-
tions would become needlessly cumbersome thereby. Further we have 
to add that in general the numbers m and n are in a close connection 
with the duration of the policy so that auxiliary numbers ure simpler 
than we had to deduce them for general use. 
I shall quote as an example a whole-life insurance, the premium of 
which is paid annually in advance; the first r premiums are paid in full, 
the further decrease annually by 100 a %. 
The equation of equilibrium is 
< 
P(&.xn # • r|w—r &r) — Ax+H\« 
In determining the value of the policy we have to distinguish 
1. k<Lr 
XVc " r -4*+*, ,i_k — V(ax+h\ n^f, — « ' • r *• n r &x + k) = 
i / 7 i \^*~ N*-i n i / # r t-r — &x+n ~ {*> — r) Xx + u 
= 1-(<*+/,) -Br-+aV D7- -
If the sum insured is 8, the auxiliarv numbers 
S, 8(d + p) -= a, 8(d + p) N z+n =-= /?. 8ap8x±r = 7 
Sa'p(Sz+ v -4- n — *• Nz+n) =-= 6 
occur. 
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2. k > r 
< 
kVx = A9+jtfZ=r~-P [ax+k, »--* (1 —ak~r)—a\ n_* ax-k] = 
- l - ( r f + I > ) ^ f ^ +a'p(k-r)% + 
+a>p * - *+» - ^ L z :
r ) *v?±; =i-(d + P) ZL=LX*+* + ^ 
, , / , , , , ; & r &r+w + (» r ) Nz±n 
+ a pztu — ap(x^r)az+apjy—ap - - -^ -— -
Besides the former auxiliary numbers we have to introduce two 
more such numbers 
a'pS = / , a'pS(x + r) = £. 
The total value of all policies, where the age of the person insured is 
the same is given by the expression 
Vz __ £S — azEa + ~ Zfi + zaz£y' — az£e + uz 
where we ought to consider that we have to leave out the members with y 
and e for values with a duration smaller than r. v 
III . 
Similarly, we can easily define the method of grouping values 
of those policies which contain further expressions in their equation of 
equilibrium. We can group the values in the assurance k terme fixe or* 
in the assurance of a certain annuity payable after the death of the person 
insured until the end of n years from the conclusion of the policy (so-
called familly insurance) in an analogous way. 
In the assurance & terme fixe, there follows from the equation of 
equilibrium: 
P . fliilT = vn 
the policy value 
kVs = v
n~* — p . aj+Vn-*!-
Bins 
! .»—x ._.. vn+xt pt+k __ t,tf+.r¥ fZ 
If the sum insured be S, it is sufficient to introduce auxiliary values 
ASV+* = a, pS^fi, pSNx+n = y, 
whence the total value for all policies with the age attained x is 
F, -J* . Ea^azZfi + ^ . Xy. 
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In the familiy assurance the equation of equilibrium is 
and hence the policy value 
l.\ .r — tin l-i I — a . r + Jl-,w /* f 1 — P • t*.r+.V, >/ -A- =""-
= " (1 — *" *"M) — (1 i - P) az ~1~ / ; (N, „ . , + pXx~„). 
Let us again denote 
V. S - «. * v"* " * = ft. (1 + p) S - y. S(N, , „ , , + pN,,.„) -^ d, 
where the total value V2 is given by the expression 
Vz - 27« _ r* £/? — aXy -+- * 2». 
I/2 
IV. 
The method under consideration has the great advantage that we 
can use it also in order to group balance values, which are mainly impor-
tant in the balance of an Insurance Company7. Already Zillmer has 
shown this in the book mentioned above. 
In the balances there usually occur values of the form k+tVx, 
where k is an integer and t is a fraction. Usually these values are 
determine!I by linear interpolation: i. e. supossing that the premium p 
is payable annually in advance, we may put 
*+ ,r , - (i — o (kVk + P) + tk+xvx. 
Usualty it is assumed for the balance, that the new entries are spread 
equally over the whole year*) so that we can put t --= |- whence . 
k+\Vz=l\(kVt + p+ k + xVt). 
If we take e. g. an assurance a terme fixe, there follows from it after 
a short transformation 
T* /i i *\ »-/• az+az^ — l . . / l , ] \ v 
where z is the number of full 3rears finished up to the day of the balance. 
. If we have a larger number of such values in an age attained z for 
the sums S and if we put, as before, the auxiliary numbers 
*) Even then, if this supposition should not be justified in a concrete 
ease, we can use the method described, since the supposition t -= l is not 
actually essential for it. 
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then the total balance value is given by the relation: 
Further it is obvious, t h a t we can group not only net values, but 
also values simplified by Zillraer's method or other one. This is obvious,, 
since in the equation of equilibrium of these values no other expressions 
occur than these, of which we have proved t h a t they can be easily ex­
pressed by assistance of fixed factors and t h a t of factors dependent only 
on the age attained. 
Both these circumstances increase, as we have mentioned before, 
the value of this rather elementary method for practical use. The calcula­
tions themselves are very simple and especially if we organize and mecha­
nize the method appropriately, we can determine the required values 
with comparatively little effort. 
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